Year 4 Weekly SPaG Practice
This work should take around 10 minutes to complete each day. Please revisit the rules and read them (any questions
please don’t hesitate to ask) and then complete the task below. We normally only do SPaG Monday-Thursday and our
spelling test on Friday is our SPaG focus for Friday.
Our SPaG rule that we will be focusing on this week is:
Pronouns
Monday- ‘Talky SPaG’ (you do not need to record anything for this lesson- it is just a discussion about the rule)
Pronouns are words that we use instead of the noun. They take their place so that we are not just repeating the word on
constant e.g.
Instead of repeating the noun ‘Miss Cable’ like in this sentence: Miss Cable’s glasses were on because Miss Cable couldn’t
see without them.
We would replace ‘Miss Cable’ with a pronoun, like this sentence: Miss Cable’s glasses were on because she couldn’t see
without them.
Sometimes, we can have something called a ‘possessive pronoun’ which is a pronoun which shows something is owned.
Examples of possessive pronouns are: hers, mine, yours, theirs, his.
There is more information about pronouns here: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z37xrwx
Tuesday
Please complete these activities in your red book ☺ Choose the correct pronouns and write them in the sentence spaces
below:

Wednesday
Please have a look at the SPaG PowerPoint attached in this week’s home learning. Choose one of the games from this
PowerPoint, whether that be the quiz or the spin the wheel or any of the other games. This will help with your practising of
pronouns ☺ If you really want to challenge yourself- you could complete more than one of the games!
Thursday
Create your own sentences using the random name generator here: https://www.classtools.net/random-name-picker/
Edit the list to put in these words:
Yours, hers, his, my, she, he, they, we.
Then, spin the wheel and write a sentence with the word that it has landed on in it. Make sure you add lots of describing
with commas! No boring sentences please! ☺
Answers for Tuesday
1. You
2. You
3. She’s, me
4. You, that
5. I

